International legal security in the digital era

We help small and medium-sized companies to contract in the difficult international market with different regulations or jurisdictions, with our blockchain technology and smart legal contracts to provide legal security and certainty in compliance. Under the international law, we can offer a neutral regulatory environment in which the contracting parties are comfortable.

Product & Services

International Law advice & smart legal contract management. Blockchain Technology.

Supported by:
Remaster, clean and increase the definition of your videos using the latest Deep Learning algorithms

We are image and video processing experts. We develop tools that bring old videos and movies back to life, so they look great on new TV sets. Today’s demand for HD and UHD video content is not matched by the offer. We provide tools to remaster old audio visual content and bring it to the current quality standards, so you can give a second life to your old movies, TV shows, and cartoons using the latest algorithms in deep learning.

Product & Services

Our platform allows you to increase the definition and improve the quality of your videos using the latest algorithms in deep learning. All this running in the cloud, so you don’t have to worry about the hardware infrastructure. You can have access to the latest advances in video processing either through our web app or by integrating our API with your current video processing pipeline. We also offer custom solutions and integrations and consultancy services.
Electricity from Nature: when innovation shapes the future

Bioo creates electricity from nature. Our aim is to lead the shift towards a greener future, where sustainability is the central axis and technology the main tool to achieve it. By creating a global consciousness of nature, we bridge the gap between cities and how humans interact with our environment.

Product & Services

- Installations
- Bioo Ed
- Bioo Healing Gardens
- Bioo Sensor (In Development)
- Bioo Panel (In Development)
BOLTIA

Connectivity made easy

Temporary connectivity solutions, with 5G coverage, in up to 140 countries.

Product & Services

Portable WiFi.

Supported by:

www.boltia.com

Guillermo Saenz
CEO

guillermo.saenz@boltia.es
+34 620757970

Supported by:

VENTANILLA ÚNICA de Internacionalización

Cámara MADRID Comunidad de Madrid
BRIDDER

Next-gen activations for brands and streamers

Bridder is a campaign management tool, designed to generate multi-streamer campaigns and audience development analysis.

Product & Services

- SaaS Campaign management system
- Interactive branded experiences for Twitch

https://bridder.com

Alberto Linares
CEO
alberto@bridder.com
+34 622670931

Facebook  Instagram  LinkedIn  Twitter
CIBERVOLUNTARIOS

The tech volunteer network transforming the world

Spanish NGO with international scope, pioneers since 2001 in social use of technologies to generate digital empowerment through citizen participation and technological volunteering. We promote the use and knowledge of technology as a means to alleviate social rights, generate social innovation and help citizens in situation of digital vulnerability by enhancing their opportunities. We create custom projects collaboratively, almost always replicable and scalable, from local to global, in a disruptive, open, transparent, ethical, sustainable and inclusive way. Cibervoluntarios has been an internationally recognized by the Financial Times as one of the Europe’s 100 Digital Champions.

Product & Services

Services we offer:
- Consultancy
- Bespoke projects
- Digital transformation of social entities
- Training Services in Digital Competences
- Civic technologies
- Technological CSR

Supported by:
A powerful asset management platform enabling financial institutions and insurers to respond better to their customer needs

We help employees and financial institutions customers to have a better understanding of their finances, to set budget and goal to save effortlessly. Thanks to AI and ML, we process customers account information to set an exhaustive financial picture and identify possibilities of improvements. The solution for medium and large corporates generates takes the form of employee benefit and helps reducing significantly financial stress bare at workplace and therefore improve their productivity. For financial institutions and insurance companies, it helps have a better picture of their customer and therefore enable to up-sell, cross-sell according to customers real needs and also improve marketing campaigns efficiency.

Product & Services

Micro savings and micro insurance modules, Personal Finance Manager, and Business Financial Management, Bank statement categorization, SaaS.
CUBOLIFE

It’s all about people

We are a technology company whose objective is to facilitate sports practice anywhere. We have designed modular, connected gyms with which you can exercise 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, anywhere. In addition, we have created an App that provides you with a reservation management system for your gym and that also allows you to train online, access nutritional plans and psychological training.

Product & Services

Modular gyms and Wellness App.

https://cubolife.com

Enrique Casqueiro
CEO
enrique@cubolife.com
+34 659163751

Supported by:
Non cash rewards made simple

The $300BN non-cash rewards industry is a messy, fragmented industry with broken processes, prone to errors and leakage, aged technology stacks and plenty of misalignment and distrust between the players. Dative provides an API-first platform with real time capabilities that delivers digitally rewards to customers at 1/10 of the cost. We provide to corporates and brands the possibility to deliver instantly non cash payments to customers in a simple, scalable and efficient way, with a simple click.

Product & Services

Digital rewards platform.
ETERNITY

Innovative technology for the new era

Eternity is a telecommunication start up specialized in WebRTC solutions, to empower the collaboration and communication between people. Humanize technology for a better communication world.

Product & Services

- WebRTC Switchboard called Obelixk for enterprise and BPOs
- Citizen Experience for public administration
- Te Atiendo for retail
- Patient Experience for i-health
- Banking 360 for Finance
Go, reach your goals!

We help language students and centers by simplifying the enrolment process. Examenexam is now the world’s largest education site.

Product & Services

Language certificate exams in Spain, Mexico, India and UK coming soon.

Supported by:

[Images of logos: extenda and examenexam]
EXTENDA

Export and Foreign Investment

Andalusia, the most southern and extensive region of Spain, is much more than a hot-spot for tourism, aerospace and a leading in agrofood industry. Our region is home to an acknowledged talent pool, integrated in one of the most dynamic ecosystems for technology and innovation in Spain.
FUTURO PERFECTO

EU Funding Experts

EU Funding Proposal Writing, Business Coaching, Consortia development, Project Management and Grants execution.

Product & Services

Horizon Europe, Eureka-Eurostars, Internationalization.
Thanks to its own technology, Genaq has been able to solve problems related to drinking water through a process that replicates rainwater. Genaq atmospheric water generators take in air from outside, filter it and extract its humidity. Once the water is condensed, it follows a specialized treatment to obtain the highest quality of water at the lowest energy cost. All this procedure is carried out through an energy source that can come from the electrical network, generator set, solar or wind energy.

Product & Services

Atmospheric water generators.
GLORIA DIGITAL

Digital transformation intelligent platform for Healthcare & Life Science companies.

Gloria adds value to healthcare professionals daily work having a direct impact in improving patient outcomes. Main pillars: save time, unifying information resources, establish peer-to-peer collaboration and allow meaningful interactions with the industry.

Product & Services

Gloria provides healthcare professionals with:

- Personalized self-service functionalities with intelligent recommendations;
- Interactive Interface; easy to use; engaging;
- A medical community.

And value for Life Sciences Companies:

- Increase coverage of HCPs;
- Capture behavioural data to pull customers along the adoption ladder in a compliant manner;
- Create a powerful digital ecosystem to provide a coordinated omnichannel experience.

Federico Baguear
CEO
federico@gloria.digital
+34 6662780611
www.gloria.digital
GROWPATH

The digital platform to adapt to emerging employment and professional development in organisations

By means of market tracking tools, skills identification, generation of development itineraries and assessment tools, Growpath will make it easier for companies and users to identification of competency development areas. The user will receive, through its recommendation engine, a personalized proposal of a development path (comparing the company’s own with those of the market by different criteria), with the contents (tips, competency pills and programs) that will help him/her to achieve his/her development objectives, as well as mentors who will support and accompany him/her to succeed in this purpose.

Product & Services

• Assessments tools and recommendation
• Tips of knowledge
• Pills to Support your development
• Online and Offline Training Programs
• Experts

Supported by:
KATCHY.ME

Your clients are your best publicity

Katchy.me helps you create your customer after-sales support information like the IKEA assembly instructions for the online world. Built to be easy to use, to look professional and meant for your customers to tell the world how great your product is.

Product & Services

SaaS katchy.me is our online customer support tool.

www.katchy.me

Javier Herrera
CEO

javier.herrera@katchy.me
+34 616733956

Supported by:

extenda

Katchyme
KUORUM

Your secure online voting platform

Kuorum provides online voting solutions. Our customers organize remote shareholders’ meetings, assemblies and union elections.

Product & Services

Online voting.

Supported by:
Limnopharma is a pharmaceutical company dedicated to the research and development of new drugs for the treatment of ophthalmic diseases based on two exclusively licensed patents. Our initial focus is on the treatment of two retinal degenerative diseases, retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Our first product, LIM21, is a chemical derivative of a natural product which shows high efficacy decreasing the symptoms of RP and dry-AMD in mouse models. The main competitive advantage of LIM21 over marketed and under development drugs is the administration as eye drops.

Product & Services

LIM21
MENU DEL DIA®

Eat like a local in any city

The app Menu del dia® had gained over 500,000 users, recently been featured in Forbes, a UNWTO top tourism startup and is helping its daily users easily decide where to eat over millions of times.

Product & Services

Mobile App.
MYHIXEL

Next Level, Sex Level

Myhixel is a leading male sexual health brand which offers pioneering science and medical backed solutions for male sexual well-being.

Product & Services

Our product is sold through our website: one-shot payments of our main solutions + cross selling. We sales through distributors, wholesalers & health professionals of our main solutions and cross selling products (intimate care + accessories).

www.myhixel.com

Patricia López
CEO
patricia.lopez@myhixel.com
+34 636944309

MYHIXEL
Play any game, any where

Nware is a new cloud gaming platform that will allow users to play their own video games without the need for expensive high-end devices, such as consoles or gaming PCs! We offer users access to an individual cloud console to play their video games via streaming, including those games that are most demanding and require maximum graphics. We remove all existing hardware restrictions, enabling users to take their gaming experience everywhere they go.

Product & Services

Monthly subscription-based in two different plans that provide access to Nware's cloud gaming platform that allows users to remotely access a cloud machine in which they can stream their video game library and play on any device (there are no hardware restrictions) for unlimited time:

- Base Plan (8,99 EUR)
- Premium Plan (10,99 EUR)
OWO

More than seeing, more than hearing, feel the game

At OWO, our mission is to turn the virtual world into reality. We have patented a haptic gaming vest that allows players to feel over 30 different sensations in real-time while playing video games. It’s a wireless system compatible with all platforms: PC, mobile, console, and VR. OWO is designed to be used with all gaming modes: multiplayer, online or offline. Our value proposition is that we can create infinite different physical sensations.

Product & Services

A haptic gaming vest that allows players to feel over 30 different sensations in real-time while playing video games. Our value proposition is that we can create infinite different physical sensations. The sensations are divided in different families: impact, interaction, experience and alerts. Imagine feeling the wind on your skin, a gunshot, dagger wound, the sensations of driving or a hug.
POPIN_

We make your brand be felt

Popin_ is an independent digital creative agency that believes in emotions. For this reason, we use creativity as a vehicle to create feelings, we want people to feel brands through all kinds of experiences. We have been doing this for more than 13 years with potential range of services which may be of interest to sectors such as telecommunications, banking, health, technology, motor, beauty, insurance and sports. We innovate, we plan, we take risks, we play and above all we have fun. That is our attitude.

Product & Services

Digital, experiential, social & content, health.
QALEON

The ability to anticipate change

At Qaleon we provide companies with technological and business solutions to be competitive in the era of digital transformation. We use AI solutions to transform data into knowledge (BI) to improve competitiveness and results, through process automation and predictive analytics. We combine our business knowledge with technology to define and deliver new realities while offering the best User experience (UX).

Product & Services

- Using AI - AlizIA and Empleable, for HR.
- Using BI - Qalify, Qanto, iQal, InnoApp, SineQia.
- Using UX and Customer Intelligence: QeKiero.
- Data Value services (incl. predictive analysis), Digital Transformation, Technology Consulting.

Supported by:

www.qaleon.com

María Alonso
CEO

maria@qaleon.com

+34 670367125

Facebook Instagram LinkedIn Twitter
SCALE UP PARTNER

Your entrance to Europe and Latam markets

The local sales partner for high-potential startups and scaleups targeting corporates (no SME and no B2C). We have global scouting with clients from the US, Israel, Germany, Singapore, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Australia and Spain and in conversations with 50+ companies in 25+ countries from 3,000+ analyzed. At Websummit we are emphasizing our “Scale Up in Portugal” service with several solutions.

Product & Services

- Unlock legacy systems to become fully digital automatically integrating microservices & creating 500% better APIs 20 times faster & at ¼ actual cost.
- Game changing learning platform (special blend of LMS+LXP+CMS & live video) that helps global leaders to manage courses & lifelong learning.
- Dynamic discounting and supply chain finance.
- Workforce management (HR & operations).
- ML and analytics software in life insurance.
- AI solution for Photovoltaic plants.
- Legislation compliant consumer messaging apps in the workplace.
- Behavioural market research A/B testing tool and e-commerce product assets optimization.
- Comprehensive agricultural platform.

Supported by:

ANALYTICS & AI - BIG DATA - CLOUD - EDTECH - ENTERPRISE - IOT - SAAS - SOCIAL MEDIA

www.scaleuppartner.com

Pablo Penas
CEO & Founder
ppenas@scaleuppartner.com
+34 627016298
SCOOBIC

Reimagining sustainable urban mobility

Design and commercialization of innovative and disruptive electric vehicle solutions for last mile delivery.

Product & Services

Three-wheeled electric vehicles, with patented anti-overturning load system: Scoobic Light, Scoobic Mini, Scoobic Mouse.
STARTUP ANDALUCÍA ROADSHOW

We are looking for the best Andalusian startups to raise them to the next level!

Startup Andalucía Roadshow is a contest focused on promote, recognize and give visibility to the best Andalusian startups. The award is leading by Regional Ministry of Economical Transformation, Industry, Knowledge and Universities of Andalusia, and the Andalusian Council of Chambers of Commerce. The main objective is identify the 5 best startups from Andalusia, and provide them with new views, networks, capacity and much more. Startup Andalucia Roadshow helps 32 startups selected through a competitive process, the program includes mentoring, investment attracting and tools that support their projects growth. Both project founders institutions, put their efforts in implement Startups’ stronger presence in international markets and give them capacity to attract talent and investment to Andalusia. As a global goal Startup Andalucia Roadshow pursues the consolidation of Andalusia as an ICT and digital entrepreneurship ecosystem.

Product & Services

It offers capacity, support and advise to startups that apply their innovative solutions to both traditional and emerging sectors. We provide financial support, organizational mentoring, international network relations, support startups’ internationalization, presence in top-level international events and marketing as well as encourage innovation and digitalization as drivers for business competitiveness and consolidation.
TECKNOLAB

The data management innovation startup for maximizing business value

Tecknolab provides advanced data management technology to our customers, focusing on cloud native and bigdata scenarios. We design and market DBcloudbin, an innovative solution for improving, reducing costs and optimizing enterprise database infrastructures, by moving heavy contents to optimized and cost-effective cloud object stores with no impact for the applications. Our new product, docXtend, is able to do ‘no-code’ data integrations from arbitrary customer applications with Enterprise Content Managers.

Product & Services

- DBcloudbin: database downsizing to Cloud object storage.
- docXtend: no-code data integration with ECM platforms.
THE MINDKIND

Human-like Algorithmic Artificial General Intelligence

R+D+i for the development of Algorithmic Artificial General Intelligence (AAGI) software, capable to provide computational systems with human-like skills to learn, reason, take decisions and behave, thus improving and facilitating human-machine interactions.

Product & Services

TMK-AAGI Engine.
TRAZABLE

Blockchain based quality management software for the food and beverage industry

Trazable is a quality management software that facilitate the control of the quality and food safety of your products.

- Traceability from farm to fork
- Document manager connected
- Real-time KPIs
- Digitisation and automation of processes
- QR code for consumers
- Blockchain certification

Everything in the cloud, and accessible in seconds from anywhere.

Product & Services

Blockchain based quality management software.
Madrid's One Stop Shop for Internationalization

The Madrid Regional Government, in agreement with the Madrid Official Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Services; offers through the VUI (“One Stop Shop for Internationalization”) a free public service of advice and information on internationalization, with the aim of facilitating access to foreign markets for Madrid based companies. The VUI is a personal care office that provides you with comprehensive information and advice on existing public support tools for the internationalization of your company, regardless of the size of your business and your experience abroad.

Product & Services

Advisory in internationalization.
WIFI AWAY

Portable WiFi without contracts or commitments

Portable WiFi in Spain without contacts for inbound travellers.

Product & Services

Portable WiFi.
Improve your marks

Wuolah is a platform that helps students get better grades by offering them high-quality user generated course notes, while at the same time rewarding those content creators. Our community takes the lead when it comes to both rating the uploaded documents, which now surpass 5M, and the students. Talking Wuolah is talking creator economy, because the uploader receives an economic reward each time their content is downloaded.

Product & Services

Online platform that allows students for a segmented register based on university, faculty and degree of choice. That allows students to create a community inside the platform, in which they can both rate the documents uploaded for their studies, and the students that do so. Being so community-oriented creates a high engagement between the students and the students that post materials, and each time a set of documents is downloaded the uploader gets an economic reward.
ZICLER

Park with positive energy

First station for the parking, custody and recharging of bikes and electric scooters, sustainable and that facilitates urban mobility and the elimination of carbon footprint.

Product & Services

Zapiens.ai is the knowledge management software for companies. It’s composed of an App for employees where they can train in different topics and ask for any questions or doubts they have in order to improve their productivity.